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Resume
A lar e-amplitude
secondary P-wave recorded on the broad-band
seismograph
at
Cueco, B eru, is interpreted
to be an underside wide-angle reflection from the upper
surface of the atecply dippin
Nasca plate. Possible reflection points are in the depth
range 150 to 400 km, where tf le slab is wholly aseismic, indicating that the descending
Nazca plate exiete in and is probably continous through that zone.
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Introduction
Two prominent features characterize subduction of the Nazca plate beneath western
South American:
(1) alternating
regions of “normal” and “flat ’ subduction;
arid (2)
the absence of earthquakes
everywhere between depths of 300 and 500 km. Central
Peru is characterized
by both flat subduction
and an abnormally
large aseismic ga
(150-525 km). An important
question is whether or not the slab is continuous throug
the aseismic gap. Despite the fact that high frequency seismic wavea from nearby
deep focus earthquakes
are propagated
through at least some aseismic region3 of the
Andes, thie alone is not sufficient to reyrcirc! slab continuity,
and the issue remaius
unresolved
see James and Snoke, 1990, for discussion).
Wortel (1 B$4) proposed for central Peruthat the transition from older subducting
lithosphere (age > 70 Ma) to youngsr and relatively hotter lithosphere gives rise to
a force system in which the deeper, more dense, slab detaches from the anon~dously
buoyant young Rlab. The buoyant younger slab forms a “Aatn subduction
limb, while
On the other band,
the more dense lower )ortion sinks into the deeper mantle.
Schneider and Sacks (1 !!89) concluded that the descending Nazcn plate is continuous
through the aseismic zone and that the absence of e‘arthquakcs can be explained M
due to a brittle-to-ductile
transition
at depth.
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Here we present direct seismic evidence for the existence and, inferentially, the
continuity of the Nazca plate through the saseismic zone beneath eastern Peru. This
result is baaed on the analysis of nn anorna~ous large-amplitude P-wave Hrrival in the

P codas of Peru-Brazil deep focus earthquakes recorded on the Carnegie broad-band
station at Cuzco, Peru (CUS) (see Figure 1). We shall show that the anomalous
arrival, which occurs approximately 1.5 second3 after direct. P and is the largest
arrival in the P-wevetrain, is best explained w an underside wide-angle reflection
from the u per surface of the slab somewhere in the depth range 130 to 400 km, a
region in w$1‘ch the slab is wholly aseismic.
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Fig. 1. Map of central Peru showin Benioff zone contours where defined by seismic-

ity (shallow contours not complete), B eru-Brazil deep focus earthquakes, and aseismic
zone within which slab reflections axe rrhown to occur.
Data
The primary data for this study are broad-band

recordings at Cuscu, Peru, of

four deep focus Peru-Brazil earthquakes with epiccntral distances of c 4.0” from
the station. An exam le of velocity-corrected seismo rams and yurticle motion from

one of the Peru-Brazi P deeps is shown in Figure 2. A e anomalous arrival which we
andyze in this paper (PV) occurs approximately 1.5 aec after the direct P arrival ‘Pd).
P, has a number of important clmracteristics, some of which can be secu clear \y in
Fi ure 2:
1. 6,t II the largest amplitude arrival in the P-wavetrain, with amplitude substantially
rcatcs that that of Pd (note radial component).
2. tst is a clearly defined phwe with sharp onset and rectilinear part& motion.
3. It is a P-wave.
4. It iS OppOSite in polarity
b Pd.
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5, It differs substantially in bachzimuth and emergence angle from Pd and hence ham
a significantly different propagation path.
P, is clearly observed on all records of deep focwe events from the Peru-Brazil region
at e icentral distances less than 4”, and the waveform characterist.ics are strikingly
simr-Pof between events. Revond about 4” results are less consistent and beyond about
6”. P, is not seen at all. .

b

Figure 2. Particle motion for Yecondary phase, Pr. (a): Radial to transverse
components. (b): Radial to vertical components. Vertical l&s on seismic traces
define time window over which particle motion ie determined. Directional conventions
F, B, L R, U, and D stand for front, back, left, right, up, and down, respectively,
for an observer facing toward the station from the epicenter.

Analysis
We anal ze the nature of the anomalous arrival, P,., chiefl by examining particle
motion. J easured particle motions for Pd (direct arrival) con x rnr that the Ilrst arrival
ropagates along the direct path as predicted b a radially symmetric earth model.
i5 n the other hand, particle motion analysis oYPI shows that the angle of arrival
at CUS is very much out of the plane of direct propagating phases. In particular,
the bachazimuth of P, is about 18” greater than that of the direct arrival Fig.
2)and the vertical-radial particle motion shown in Fig. 2 yields an apparent ang\ e of
emer encc of e 49’. When the effect of interference between Pd and Pr is removed
by su%tracting the llrst arrival from the vertical and radial components (see James
and Snoke, 1990, for detail*), the apparent angle of emergence for PI is found to be
b 34’ f 8’.
The results of the article motion analysis aud forward modelling show that the
anomaIous P, arriv BPcannot he due to effects either of the crust beneath CUS or
source or near-source complexity. The most Iausible explanation for the phsase is
that it has pro agated along a relatively hig R Q path and has been reflected at a
major velocity ! iscontinuity with a ngcrtiua velocity contra& that produced n polarity
reversal.
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Corrclufiouo
We conclude that P, is B wide-angle reflection from the boundary between the
descending plate and the overlying mantle wedge. Thus, Pr is a P-wave that leaves
the source travelling u ward in the dab and is subsequently reflected at wide-angle
from the underside oft Re upper elab boundary. For a specified depth of the reflection
point, forward modelling ‘vcs the latitude and longitude of the refection and the
attitude (strike and dip) oP the reflector at that point. hlodelling results show that
the reflection point must be at a depth between 150 km and 400 km and that the
slab must be very steeply dipping at the point of reflection. Inferred depths to the
rubducting slab are shown contoured in Fig. 3a, and families of calculated reflection
ointe that fit the data for a variety of slab velocity models are shown in Figure 3b.
5 he large amplitude of Pr seem to re uire e large velocity contrast between slab
and overlying mantIe of at ieaat 5 to 10%o.
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Figure 3. (a) Sch ematic map showing contours of descending Nazca plate in the

aseismic regions beneath central Peru aa inferred from this study. Intermediate seismkity determined tram temporary central Peru ortable array shown for reference.

b) Modelled reflection points, with dip angle in $ rcated projected onto cross-section
Crosses are event locations shown in (a). Heavy, line denotes approximate
upper rtufacc of descending Nazca plate inferred from scismicity.
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